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Details of Our Project

For our project, we chose to design two different lessons for a class of 6th 
graders to teach about energy and sustainability.  We worked with a teacher at a 
local elementary school in Avila Beach who offered his class to us.  There were 
19 students total, and between the two lessons, we discussed energy usage, 
technologies, sustainability, and more.



Breakdown of the Lessons

Lesson One: Climate Change & Everyday Use

-Anthropogenic Climate Change and what that 
entails

-”Why should you care?”

-Environmental Justice

-Renewables vs Non Renewables

-Challenges & Project Introduction

Lesson Two: Energy Technologies

-Project Discussion and Debrief

-”Where does our energy come from?”

-Technology overview

-Poster presentations

-Food Impacts

-Takeaways



Lesson 1: Anthropogenic Climate Change

● Energy Decisions & Climate Change
● What does it mean?
● Examples



Lesson 1: Why should you care? Effects!

● The environment

● The animals

●



Lesson 1: Effects on People

● The People

● Will all people be affected the same?



Lesson 1: Environmental Justice

● Blue card vs. green cards

● Where are the people who are more at risk living?
○ Does money have a factor?



Lesson 1 : What are we doing to help? What 
can you do to help?
● Renewables vs. Non-renewables

● Introducing project

● Energy challenge!

● Get Inspired! Kid President- How to Change the World



Lesson 2: What are our choices for energy?

Objectives:

● Learn about the different ways we 
generate our electricity
○ How do they work?
○ How do they affect the environment?

● Learn how the electricity gets from the sun 
to our light switches

● Discover how the foods we eat impact 
climate change in different ways

Takeaway:

● The kids understood that the Earth is 
warming, primarily due to fossil fuel use

● They did great research on their respective 
energy technologies and made informed 
decisions on whether or not each 
technology should be implemented

● The idea of long-distance electrical 
transmission was something they grappled 
with before they fully understood.



Lesson 2: Different Energy Technologies

Highlights from the discussion:

● Technologies such as fossil fuels release CO2 + 
criteria pollutants

● Hydro plants work similar to windmills, but 
underwater. They can interfere heavily with the 
movement of fish in a river

● Solar panels use chemicals and an inverter to convert 
sunlight to electricity

● Windmills would be great in Avila because it is so 
windy



Lesson 2: “Where does our energy come from?”

● All of Earth’s energy comes from the sun. 
We talked about what that means in fossil 
fuels and renewables.

● Each energy technology has a unique way 
of transforming that energy into electricity

● Power lines bring that power to our homes
○ Solar energy uses an inverter to turn 

energy from DC to AC



Lesson 2: Our food choices impact the 
environment

● The kids were surprised at how 
much GHG beef emits.

● Policy argument: Incentivize 
American meat, cheese, and egg 
farmers to shift to plant-based 
farming. 

● It's hard to give up your livelihood 
on your own. Education and 
support from government policy 
will give farmers a realistic 
chance to safely leave 
environmentally harmful 
industries.



Lesson 2: Calculation for CO2 emissions



Thanks!


